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FORE"VORD
An ever increasing number of educators of today express
a belief that education has among its functions the task of
of guiding the individual to find ways of living which permit
him to utilize his innate abilitias. Individual differences
in abilitie~ of extreme degree are discernible to the casual
observer. "Un u sua.l" talents are sometimes discovered. by ac-
cident or as results of environmental exposures. In Li ke man-
ner, on the other hand, many skills are developed and labeled
as natural abilities. Many cases have led to attempted spe-
cialized training only to discover after years of study that
the goals are beyond reach. Through determination some achieve
the goals, partially at least, but find that living their pro-
fess.ions are not "satisfyingll experiences. They lack enthusi-
asm; they feel "un suc c es s f u Lv " They see other fields as
greener pastures but seem duty-bound to continue their present
efforts. And they grow less contented as time elapses.
If the school is to aid in the prevention of these
I1misfits" it must learn to recognize the potentialities of each
individual and guide each toward his attainable goals. Pio-
neers in the field of "human en g ineeri n g" and others experienc-
ed in profassional guidance service believe that vocational
success is not achieved by perfection of a specific abil.ity
such as "rnus ic al talent." Rather, it.is by use of a combina-
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tion of abilities related to the particular phase of music en-
deavor undertaken. As a specialized school, the Arthur Jordan
Conservatory of Music is desirous of giving each of its stu-
dents training in those phases of music, drama or radio which
will enable the student to employ his greatest composite of
talents in present and future work. An attempt is made to
disclo~e latent and active abilities. Knowledge learned
through teacher-student association is supplemented with test
data concerning the general abilities of the student. This
information is obtained by study of scores of IlscientificT!
tests administered through the guidance department.
Growth in student counseling depends, in part, upon
acquisition of newer and more accurate knowledge about the
individuals involved. The present study is an endeavor to
supply additional information which may assist in the evalu-
ation of music students of Jordan Conservatory. Student's
test scores in seven lInon-musical" realms will be studied.
Included in the investigation are: the concern of the music
students for other people with whom they must live and work
as shown by the scores from the Kuder Preference Record, so-
cial service section; Ilpersuasive" preferences,using scores
from the persuasive section of the same test; introversion-
extroversion tendencies of music students as determined by
the Bernreuter Personality Inventory; and from the SRA Prim-
ary Mental Abilities, the present degrees of abil.ities in
word fluency, extent of vocabulary, reasoning powers and
abilities to visualize objects in space.
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IINON-HUSICALl1 IN'I'ERES'I'SAND ABILITIES OF S'rUDENTS
OF ARTHUR JORDAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
CHAPTER I
INTHODUCTION
The present undergraduate students of Arthur Jordan
Conservatory of Mrrsic who enrolled on or before September,
1948 for twelve or more credit hours of collegiate work were
given a battery of tests. These included measures of inter-
est in various subjects, personality, intelligence, and others,
as well as for musical capacity. Based on individual scores
obtained from the social service and persuasive sections of
the Kuder Preference Record, measures of neurotic tendencies
from the Bernreuter Personality Inventory, and the tests of
vocabulary, word flu~ncy, inductive reasoning and space rela-
tionship from the Science Research Associates' tTprimary Mental
Abilities," the following problems will be considered:
PROBLEMS
1. (a) What is the present status in !'social serv-
ice" interests of students desiring to be teachers as compared
to the interests of other students whose primary aims are in
"o t he r music fields?" ·("Social service" interests represent
an individual1s general concern for other people. !lOther
1
2music f i el ds" include performers, solo or group participation;
composers; theorists; musicologists; music critics; program
directors; etc. Since scores from all these occupAtibnal pre-
ferences were tabulated under one classification, further ref-
erence to llperformersll implies in o Lusi on of all others as
we Ll , ) (b) How do the scores of social service interests
compare if further classified as freshmen and upperclassmen?
(c) What is the comparison of scores of women students to
men students? ( d) How does the average interest in social
service of Jordan Conservatory students compare to norms of
professional musicians and music teachers? (e) What is the
comparison of social service interests of students desiring
to be teachers to all students enrolled as music education
majors in the 1947-1948 school year? ( f) What is the com-
parison of students de s i r in g to be performers, etc. to non-
musi.c education majors of 1947-19487
2. (a) What is the status of persuasive prefer-
ences of the "teacher" group as compared to those desiring to
be performers, e t c ,? (Persuasive preference indicates an In-
dividuals consistent desire to lead others to his way of
thinking, e t c , l (b) How do the persuasive preferences com-
pare if further classified as freshmen and upperclassmen?
(c) What is the comparison in the persuasive area of women
students to men students? (d) How does the average prefer-
ence in persuasion of Jordan Conservatory students compare to
norms of professional musicians and music teachers?
3. (a) What is the comparison of scores of extro-
version-introversion tendencies between the teacher group and
the performer group? (Introversion represents characteristics
o f per son s VYh 0 are IIh igh1y imagi nat ive and ten d t0 1 iv e wit h in
themselves.1l1 Extroversion indicates the types of personal-
ities of those who "rarely worry, seldom suffer emotional up-
sets, and rarely s ub st i tute daydreaming to action). 112 (F'oI'
enlargement of the theory of extroversion and introversion
reference may be made to: Ross Stagner, Psychology and Person-
ality (New York: McGraw - Hill Book Company, Ln c ,, 1948) pp.
224-246J (blWhat is the relationship if further classified
as freshmen and upperclassmen? (e) What is the comparison of
introversion-extroversion tendencies of the men to the women
students? (d) How do these tendencies of Jordan students com-
pare to the norms of other college students? (elWhat is the
comparison of introversion-extroversion of all students en-
rolled in Jordan Conservatory as music education majors in
1947-1948 to the present "teacherll group? (f) What is the
comparison of the present Ilperformer" group to the non-music
education majors of 1947-1948?
4. (a) What is the relationship between the '!teacherll
group and the l1performersll in verbal meaning? (Verbal meaning
is interpreted to be the ability to understand ideas expressed
in wo rde , ) (b) How do scores compare if further classified as
freshmen and upperclassmen? (c) How do the scores of the wom-
en students compare to the scores of the men students?
lRobert (;.
ventory (Stanford,
p , 1.
Bernreuter, Hannal for the Personality In.,
California: Stanford University Press, 1935),
21 ".. d" . D.l. " p. 1.
45. (a) Itfhat is the comparison of word fluency between
students desiring to be teachers and those prefering to be
performers, etc.? (The word fluency tests attempt to show
ability to write and talk easily.) (b) How do word fluency
scores compare if further classified as freshmen and upper-
classmen? (c)\J,Jhat is the comparison in word fluency between
women and men?
6. (a) What is the status of reasoning ability of the
teacher group in comparison w i t.ht'p e r-f o rme rs , II e t c .? (Heason-
ing is considered as the ability to solve logical problems.)
(bl How do scores from this test compare if further classified
as freshmen and upperclassmen? (c) What IS the comparison in
reasoning between men and women?
7. (a) What is the comparison in structural visual-
ization b e twe en the I1teacherll preferences and those desiring
to be performers, etc.? (Structural visualization is the
ability to think about objects in two or three dimensions.)
(b) How does it compare if further classified as freshmen
and upperclassmen? (c) What is the comparison of structural
visualization of all women students to all men students?
8. (al What is the interrelationship of the tests
based on all IIteacherli scores? (b) What is the interrelation-
ship of the tests based on all IIperformer,11 etc. scores?
SOURCE 0 F' DATA
Data used in answering the foregoing problems was se-
cured from scores of the tests cited previously of 297 music
students enrolled in Arthur Jordan Conservatory. In Septem-
ber, 1949, the time of the institution of the C::uidance Depart-
ment at the Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music, the students
were administered the tests, irrespective of the class level
of attainment. Hence, scores of the present senior class were
made while they were yet juniors, juniors during their sopho~
more year, and sophomores and freshmen at the time of their
entrance into the conservatory, September, 1947 and September,
1948, respectively. During the reading of the thesis it may be
well to keep in mind the fact that scores were not all obtain-
ed at the freshman entrance of the student. No individual's
tests were used in the study unless scores from six of the
seven measures were available. An occasional missing score
accounts for the differentiation among the tests of the number
of the students involved. Questionnaires revealing occupa-
tional choices and personal interviews supplied additional in-
formation. Data relating to students of 1947-1948 was taken
from the dissertations !!Social Service Interests of Students
of Jordan Conservatory" by the author and !!A Comparison of In-
troversion-Extroversion and Social Service Preferences of
Hu s i c Students!! by Ralph Thombs, Jr., both on file in the Jor-
dan Conservatory library.
HE'I'HOD
In order to equalize the basis for inter-comparison of
the tests, the raw scores were transferred into percentiles,
using the norms accompanying each test manual. The percentile
scores from the social service section of the Kuder Preference
Record were then tabulated into frequency tables and divided
6into classifications of students desiring to be teachers and
those wishing to be performers, with subdivisions of freshmen
and upperclassmen. A second subdivision was made showing
rankings of freshmen men and freshmen women, upperc~assmen
men and upperclassmen women. Another division, using all
scores from the test, was made between all the men and all
the women, and these subdivided into the lIteacherll group and
the 11 per fo rme rsv " etc. Heasures 0 f cen tral tendency and vari-
ability were then computed. The results were placed in tables
for comparison. Graphic illustrations were made to facilitate
comparisons of the distribution of scores. A similar method
was employed in preparing results for each of the six remain-
ing tests.
The division of scores of "teacherll preferences in-
cludes students who wish to be college or private music in-
structors but who are not enrolled as public school music edu-
cation majors. Also, the scores of those who wish to be per-
f0 I'me I's , e t c ., but 1tT h0 a I'e en roll ed a s mu sic e du ca t.i 0 n m aj 0 rs
are tabulated with the performer group. Information concern-
ing the student's occupatipnal preferences was secured from
the "Student Inventory", a questionnaire included as part of
the initial test battery. For most of the students, it was
confirmed (or supplanted if preferences were altered during
the intervening year) by a second questionnaire given the stu-
dents in October, 1948. Additional knowledge was ~ained throuQh
recent personal conferences with students. Reasons for the
discrepancy in choices of major subjects were revealed. Some
7
who are working toward degrees in music education want credit
toward graduation for study of auxiliary instruments or for
classes which they feel are helpful or necessary to reach their
particular goals. For non-music education degrees this study
must be taken in addition to the regular course requirements.
Others feel that music education degrees are the most prac-
tical if there are indecisions in selections of post-school
occupations.
Contrasts in graph form were drawn between the classi-
fications of teacher preferences and music education students
in social service interests and introversion-extroversion ten-
dencies using the present scores and those of the 1947-1948 mu-
sic education majors. Also, the present performer group was
compared to the 1947-1948 non-music education majors. Scores
of professional musicians and music teachers used in compari-
son with scores of Jordan Conservatory students were derived
from the norms in raw scores, published in the Kuder test
manual.
The Bernreuter Personality Inventorv includes tests of
neurotic tendencies--the Bl-N Scale--and introversion-extro-
version--the B3-1 Scale. According to the manual for the in-
ventory, correlation between the two scales is .95--a very
close relationship. It was suggested by the test instructor
that if only one of the scales is used, the B1-N is preferred
to the B3-1 because of its higher reliability. For this re-
search the B1-N scale is employed and is considered a measure
for introversion-extroversion.
8
LIMITATIONS
The limitations of methods of evaluation of social
service and persuasive interests are apparent. Any single
measurement such as the Kuder Preference Record, although
highly valued as a unit, can show only inclinations toward
the total interest held in anyone field. Even then the final
profile shows only an interest in comparison to other inter-
ests. For example, a person may be extremely interested in
many things. The interests may be balanced to such a degree
that no one or two fields would be outstanding in his prefer-
ence profile. One of these interests, however, might score
high if singly compared with a high interest, in the same
field, of another individual whose profile shows extreme
scores in various fields. Similar limitations may be mention-
ed in reference to the scales of the Bernreuter Personality
Inventory.
Many outside factors may change the accuracy of test
scores of innate abil.ities. Extremely low scorers and any
others who wish, should have opportunity 8f retests before us-
ing their first results in statistical data. Only initial
scores for the most part were available for this investiga-
tion.
In interpreting the results, the limitations of the
general classificat.ion of students must be considered. For
more accurate evaluation, the teacher group should be subdi-
vided into those who desire teaching in the elementary grades,
high schools, colleges, or private students. The other group
9should be divided into the specific music occupations desired.
Al so, all the apt itudes bel ieve d to con t rib ute to I' S U C ces s II in
the music professions are not included in this study.
O . . f i 1ne sClentl lC researc~ organization known as the
"Human Engineering Laboratory" considers the f'o Ll ow in g abil-
ities necessary for "good" teaching;1 creative imatination to
help in establishing the interest of the student being taught;
reasoning ability for charting new courses of study and for
showing relationships between the new and the old; accounting
aptitude for paper work; low structural visualization, ne eded
for abstract thinking; objective personality (or extroversion)
for ability to work well with people; academic or specific
training of abilities; and vocabulary (can be acquired) for
verbal expre~sion of ideas.
Perhaps the subjective teacher belongs to col-
lege teaching, w he re he gets more opportuni ty .
to work with the individual pupil, and where hIS
specialized knowled~e, writi11gs, and lectures
add to his success.
C) hA more recent report lists performers0 to -ave the
fo l Lo w i n g traits: extremely subjective (introverts) for soli-
t a r-y practice; high creative imagination; low structural vis-
1Margaret E. Broadley, Square Pegs in Square Holes
(Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden Ci ty, New York, 1946),
p. 75 and 104.
Your
Book
2Charles V. Broadley and Margaret E. Broadley, Know
Real Abilities (Ne w York: Whittlesey House, HcCraw-1Hll
Co., Ln c ., 1948), p. 104
3Ibid., p. 115.
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u al i zati o n ; hi gh vocabulary; accounting aptitude for reading
notes (in t w o or more clefs); and finger dexterity. (Tests on
finger dexterity are not given en masse to Jordan students be-
cause the testing must be done individually. This is a very
time consuming process. Performers in Jordan who have been
tested have proven to be exceptionally high in this respect).
Composers1 are believed to need abilities of: objectivity;
high structural visualization; low finger dexterity; and high
creative imagination, memory for design, accounting aptitude;
muscular speed and extensive general knowledge.
A bulletin from the Guidance Bureau of the Jordan Con-
servatory shows the following "n on+mus i ca.l" interests and abil-
ities of graduates, ')J un e , 1948 • (v
Social Service
10 music education students above the 70th percentile
4 music education students at the 70th percentile
2 music education students at the 50th percentile
vlord Fluency
4 performer-composer majors at the 50th percentile or
lower
1 performer - composer major at the 73rd percentile
2 performer-composer majors at the 90th percentile
13 mrrsic education students at the 70th percentile or
above
cit. ,-
lCharles V. Broadley and Hargaret E. Broadley, .£.E..:
p . 116.
2Gene Chenoweth, !I(3uidance Bulletin to Teachers, Deans,
Etc. lJ (Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music, September, 1948),
p p • 3-5.
11
Extroversion-Introversion
3 performer-composer majors-extreme introverts
2 performer-composer majors -- ambiverts
9 music education majors
4 music education maj 0 rs
2 music education majors
Inductive Heasonin~
extreme extroverts
ambiverts
extreme introverts
6 instrumental-vocal majors above the 90th percentile
1 instrumental-vocal major at the 25th percentile
9 mUSlC education majors above the 70th percentile
2 music education majors from the 50th to 70th per-
centile
4 music education majors below the 50th percentile
Clerical (Accounting) Aptitude
6 performer-composer majors above the 90th percentile
1 performer-composer major at the 35th percentile
16 music education majors from the 70th to 100th per-
centile
Correlations between clerical ability and piano apti-
tude were made by Helen Harlan. The thesis reports a .95 cor-
relation between clerical aptitude, as determined by the Min--
nesota Clerical Test, and piano grades of students studying
piano as their major or principal subject.
1Helen Harlan, liThe H.innesota Clerical Test as a Hea-
sure of Piano Ap t i t ude s " A Haster!s thesis in preparation at
Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Husic, 1949.
CHAPTER II
F'INDINGS
Social Service Interests
Measures of central tendency and variability represent-
ing social service interests of Arthur Jordan Conservatory of
Music students who desire to be music teachers are listed in
Table I. High scores indicate social service interest; low
scores are indicative of little social service interest. The
music teacher group is divided into classifications of freshmen
women, freshmen men, upperclassmen women, and upperclassmen
men. (All reference to lJupperclassmen" imply to students of
sophomore, junior and senior standing.) Data presented in the
table is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Sixteen freshmen women expressing desires to be music
teachers have percentile scores ranging from 10 to 99. The
middle score, known as the me d i an, is 75.5. Twenty-five per-
cent scored 40.0 or below as shown by Q1 (1st quartile or 25th
percentile. ) 1., by Q3.Another 25% scored 85 or above as Sllown
One-half the distance between the scores at Q1 and Q3 is 22.5,
a figure approximating an even spread of scores throughout the
distribution. The mode (the score appearing most often) is 80.
The mean, indicating the average of the scores, is 65.3. The
standard deviation denotes that two-thirds of the scores are
distributed 27.52 points above and below the mean.
12
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Figures appearing under the divisions of freshmen men,
upperclassmen women and upperclassmen men may be interpreted
in a similar manner.
Inter-comparison among the classifications reveal that
the lowest and the highest scores are made by freshmen men.
The highest mean score is by upperclassmen men; the lowest, by
upperclassmen women a difference of 7.95. A difference of
16.65 is calculable between freshmen women, the highest median
scorers, and upperclassmen women, the lowest median scorers.
The widest spread of scores based on the mean is with upper-
classmen women. Based on the quartiles, freshmen women show a
slightly wider spread of scores. Scores of upperclassmen men
show the closest grouping in both techniques of measurement.
TABLE I
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
SOCIAL SERVICE INTERESTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STU-
DENTS DESIRING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
Measures of Freshmen Upperclassmen
central -
tendency and Henvariability Wpmen Hen Women
-
Number 16 16 31 58
Range 10-99 5-100 8-98 8-99
Hean 65.30 59.70 59.2 67.15
Median 75.50 62.50 58.85 72.5
Mode 80.00 80.00 85.00 90.00
Ql 40.00 42.50 41.75 50.50
Q3 85.00 81.35 83.25 88.70
Q 22.50 19.43 21,2.5 18.80
Standard Deviation 27.52 26.42 29.07 25.25
-
Measures of central tendency and variability of stu-
dents who desire to be performers, etc. are s.hown in Table II.
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Scores of freshmen and upperclassmen men range the lowest;
upperclassmen men, the highest. The lowest mean score is
made by upperclassmen men; the highest, by freshmen women.
Median scores also show upperclassmen men to be the lowest
while freshmen women score the highest. Based on both the
mean and the median, the widest spread of scores occurs with
freshmen men; the most narrow, with upperclassmen women.
TABLE II
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
SOCIAL SERVICE INTERESTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STU-
DENTS WHO DESIRE TO BE PERFORMERS, ETC. .
Measures of
Central Freshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency and
Variability v'lomen Hen Women Her!
..
Number 26 33 33 84
Range 4-95 0-96 2-92 0-98
A.H. 44.60 37.60 38.95 31.95
Median 44.00 29.25 35.50 27.30
Node 65&35 10&15 10,20,30,35 10
01 20.50 10.80 20.10 10.50
03 66.10 66.75 55.90 52.00
Q 22.80 27.98 17.90 20.75
Standard
Deviation 2'7.44 31.38 ;24.2'7 24.90
Inter-comparisons of the "teacher" group with the
"performer" group and subdivisions of each are discernable in
Figure 1. Discrimination between scores of freshmen, men and
women, areshovHl in part "A". Part "B" shows the difference
between scores of upperclassmen in each group. Part "C" de-
picts the comparison of all women scores; part "D", that of
all men scores.
Measures of central tendency and variability represent-
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Figure 1. Comparison of quartiles
test scores of freshmen and upperclassmen,
students of Jordan Conservatory.
of social
women and
service
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mg social serv i ce interests of the "teacher" group and the "p e r-:
for Ine r" gr0 up are show n in Tab 1e III. D i vi si 0 ns 0 f fres hmen
and upperclassmen are made without separation of scores of
the men and the women. Both freshmen and upperclassmen "p e r-:
formers" score zero on the percentile scale wh i le the lowest
score, in the IIteacher" group, is5. The lowest mean score
from the "performerll group, upperclassmen, is 30.7 points be-
low the highest score, of "teachersll, upperclassmen. Median
scores follow the same pattern with a difference of 41.55 be-
tween the highest and the lowest scores. In the scores of
upperclassmen and freshmen comhined, the mode falls at 90 in
the IIteacherll group and at 10 .i n the "p e r-f o rme r" group.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
SOCIAL SERVICE INTERESTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSICSTUDENTS BETWEEf\) 'Irr'EA.CHIWIIAND IIPERF'OR RII PRE:F'ERE:NCES.- - - -
Measures of IITeachers "Pe r fo r-me r s , Etc. II
central ,
tendency and
'l'o t a.lvariability Freshmen Upper.Class. All IITeachersli Freshmen Upper,Class.
-
l\fu.mber 32 89 121 59 117 176
Range 5-100 8-99 5-100 0-96 0-98 0-98
Hean 63.90 64.65 6go85 40.70 33.95 35.95
Median 67.50 71.75 71.20 36.15 30.2 22.10
1'10de 80 85 90 5&10 10 10Ql 42.20 53.20 47.25 12.80 12.05 12.30Q3 82.15 86.75 86.35 66.25 52.80 58.50
Q 19.98 16.78 19.58 26.73 20.38 2~.10
Standard
Deviation 27.86 26.59 27.05 29.92 24.96 26.36
Illustrations of the scores divided according to fresh-
men and upperclassmen, "teachers" and "performers" are shown in
Figure 2. It is notable that in the lIteacher group,ltlith medi-
J_
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an scores above the upper 65th percentile, the upperclassmen
rank higher than freshmen; however, in the "p e r f o r-mer" group,
with the median scores below the 37th percentile, the upper-
classmen rank lower than the freshmen.
"R " "8"
F'igure
test scores of
classmen music
2. Comparison of quartiles of social
"teachers" and "performers,11 freshmen
students of Jordan Conservatory.
service
and upper-
The comparison of social service interests between men
and women students is shown in Table IV. Hen of the "perform-
e r" group make the extreme low score of zero while men IIteach-
e1'811 score the highest possible, 100. The greatest difference
between any two of the mean scores is 34.2 between men "p e r-:
formersll and men IIteachers.1I Median scores show the lowest
scores in men "p e r-f'orme rs " and the highest scores in women
II tea cher s II a difference of 44.45.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
SOCIAL SERVICE INTERESTS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN MUSIC
STUDEN~S ow JORDAN CONSERVATORY- - ~ - - r.
]v[easuresof \,vomen Hen
Central 'I'eache r-s Teacners
Tendency & "Per- and "Per- and
Vari ab iLity "Teachers" formers" "Performers" "Teachers" formers" "Performers"
Number 47 59 106 74 11'7 191
Bl=mge 8-99 2-95 2-99 5-100 0-98 0-100
Mean 01.15 41.45 50.20 6'7.'75 33 ..55 45.80
Hedian 72.15 36.95 48.'75 77.50 27.70 47,15
['lode 80 35 10 90 10 10Ql 41.75 20.20 2~3.85 49.25 10.60 1'7.08Q3 84,25 64.05 '76.75 85.70 55.76 '71.45
Q 21.25 21.93 26.45 18.'73 22.80 2'7.19
S.D. 28.64 25.8'7 25.70 25.89 2'7.04 30.81
.,
Graphic illustrations of the scores divided according
to men and women "teachers" and "performersll are shown in Fig-
ure 3. In the "teacher" group, the men score higher than the
women; in the "performer" group, the women score higher than
the men. The groups combined show the scores to vary less than
5 percentile points, with the women scoring slightly higher
than the men.
Comparisons of central tendency between standard norms
of music teachers and musicians and Jordan Conservatory mUSIC
stUdents are shown in Table V. In the Kuder Preference Rec-
ord Manual1, norms are listed for music teachers and musicians,
men and women and for music teachers, men alon e , llo rms are
not included for women music "teachers. Jl (The norms as given
were changed into percentiles for convenience in making com-
lFrederic Kuder, Revised Manual for the Kuder Prefer-
ence Record (Chicago: Science Research Associates 1946) up10 and 12. ' , 1 •
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3. Comparison of quartiles
"teachers" and Ilperformers, II
of Jordan Conservatory.
of social service
women and men
parisons. The mean for women professional musicians and
music teachers is 43.0 while the mean of Jordan Conservatory
teacher aspirants is 7.2 points higher. Men music teachers
and professional musicians rank 14.84 points higher than Jor-
dan Conservatory men students desiring to be teachers. In
the professional teacher group alone, Jordan men "teacherll
students rank 3.75 above the standard norms of men teachers.
Scores of students majoring in music education in
1947-19481 are compared to 1948-1949 students desiring to
dents in
January,
1Nellie
Jordan
1948. )
Jones, I1The Social Service Interests
Conservatory. II (,Jordan Conservatory
of
of
Stu-
Music,
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be teachers as shown in Figure 4. In the same illustration,
a s i m i La r contrast is drawn between those majoring in "non-
music e ducat i on " fields in 1947-1948 and the "performer" group
of 1948-1949. In both comparisons, a wide variance is seen
between the "teacher-educationl1 groups while the "performerll
groups remain within 5 percentile points of each other.
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF ARITHMETIC MEANS OF STANDARD NORMS WITH JORDAN
CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS' MEAN SCORES IN SOCIAL
SERVICE INTERESTS
Husic Teachers Norms Jordan Students
and ,
Musicians \Vomen Men Women Men
Hean 43.0 62.0 50.2 47.15
Music Teachers
Hean I -- 64.0
61.15 67.70
Persuasive Interests
Measures of central tendency and variability repre-
senting persuasive interests of music students desiring to be
teachers are shown in Table VI. Strong persuasive interests
are represented by high scores; less persuasive interests, by
lower scores. Divided into units of freshmen and upperclass-
men and subdivided as to men and women, the following signif-
icant data .is revealed: The scores of freshmen women have
the shortest range, 14-98. Freshmen women also made the
highest median scores which is 21.35 percentile points higher
than the lowest scores made by upperclassmen women. Mean
21
Figure 4. Comparison of quartiles of social service
test scores of ~usic education and non-music education majors,
1947-1948, and "teacher" and "performer!! group preferences,
1948-1949.
soores follow the same pattern but the difference is not so
great between the highest and lowest group. Freshmen women
TABLE VI
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
PERSUASIVE INTERESTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS
WHO DESIRE ~O BE MUSIC TEACH~RS•. - . - --
Measures of
Central Freshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
Varri ab i Li tY Women Nen Women Men
Number 16 14 31 55
Range 14-98 3-99 6-98 4-98
A.N. 59.7 54.65 50.45 51.55
Median 67.5 60 46.15 fA .9
Mode 15,40,70,75,100 5 30,45,60 20
Ql 35 44.25 32.7 25.2
Q3 82.5 66.75 69.25 72.1
Q 23.75 11.25 18.28 23.45
Standard
Dev.iation 28.9 30.26 25.66 26.6
scores represent a mu Lt i-mod al distribution. Because of the
small number involved in the distribution, this merely indi-
cates a wide spread of scores.
TABLE VII
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
PERSUASIVE INTERESTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS
WHO DESIRE TO BE PERFORMERS, ETC.
Measures of UpperclassmenCen t ra I Freshmen
Tendency & Women Men Women MenVariability
Number 26 33 3~i 84
Range 2-90 8-98 15-95 3-98
A.M. 52.7 53 52.6 45.45
Hedian 57.5 52 49.2 47.3
Hode 40-65 65 30 50
Ql 35.5 39.55 29.85 24.45g3 75.5 67.75 72.5 62.5
G_ 20 14.1 21~33 19.03
Standard Dev.- .85.68 21.88 25.19 25.2
Heasures of central tendency and variability in per-
suasive interests of students desiring to be performers, etc.
are shown in Table VII. Upperclassmen women have the short-
est range of scores. There is a similarity among the mean
scores of freshmen men, women, and upperclassmen women. Dif-
ferences among median scores of all classifications do not
exceed 10.2 percentile points. Freshmen scores rank above
upperclassmen scores.
Inter-comparison of the lIteacherll group with the
"p e r f o rme r-" group and subdivisions of each are notable from
Figure 5. Scores of freshmen, men and women, are shown in
part lIAlI. Par t 1I B 1I dis c los est h e s i mila ri tie sam 0 n gall up -
perclassmen scores. Part liell compares all women scores and
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Figure 5. Comparison of quartiles of persuasIve test
scores of freshmen and upperclassmen, women and men mUSIC stu-
dents of Jordan Conservatory.
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emphasizes the distance between freshmen women and upperclass-
men women. Part riD" illustrates the difference in spread of
scores between freshmen and upperclassmen.
Comparison of persuasive interests between the "teach-
er group" and the "performer" group is shown in Table VIII.
Subdivisions into freshmen and upperclassmen groups show the
highest mean score to be that of freshmen teachers. The lowest
mean score, 11.9 points below, is with upperclassmen "perform-
e rs v " Also with median scores, freshmen "teachers" rank high-
est -- 17.75 percentile points above the lowest median scor-
ers, upperclassmen performers. All "teachers" and all "per-
formers" show only .6 difference using the mean of the combined
scores and only 6.0 percentile points apart using the median as
a measure of central tendency.
Pictorial comparison of quartile scores IS shown in
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN PERSUASIVE
"INTE:RE~STS BETWEEN "TEACHE,HII AND IIPEHFORHER" PREFER CES
OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS
T
V
r
i1easu res of 'I'eache rs Performers, Etc.
Central
_endency and Totalariability Freshmen Up. Cl. Total F'reshmen Up. el.
,
~umber 30 86 116 59 117 176
Ran ge 3-99 4-98 3-99 2-98 3-98 2-98
'fean 57.35 51.35 51.35 52.95 45.45 50.75
1edian 65.5 52.5 55.15 54.25 47.75 49.15
r~de 70 60 70 40 30.50 50
39.25 29.9 31 38.55 26.65 293 77.15 71. 5 74 69.55 67.7 68.4
18.95 20.8 21. 5 15.5 20.53 19.7
tandard
Deviation 29.65 26.27 27.43 23.61 25.36 24.55
]v
M
Q
Q
Q
S
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Figure 6. Part HAll shows the separation of freshmen scores
at the median. It is notable that upperclassmen score lower
than freshmen at all points excepting Q3 . Even at this quar-
tile the overlap is less than 2 paints. Part "B" shows the
comparison of all II t e ac he rs' w i th all Ilperformers." "Pe r-f'o rra-
e rs " are consistently be low "teachers," however, never more
than 6.0 points.
Figure 6. Comparison of quartiles of persuasive test
scores of IIteachersll and Ilperformers," freshmen and upperclass-
men music students of Jordan Conservatory.
Data relating to the comparison of persuasive inter-
ests of men in comparison with women is shown in Table IX. Us-
ing the mean, the greatest distance between any two divisions
is 6.45, and this occurs with women IIteachers,1I 53.95, and
men "p e r f o r-rner-s , II 47.5. Median measures vary less than 7.0
percentile points.
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TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN PER-
SUASIVE INTERESTS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN MUSIC STU-
DENTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY
l'leasureof Women Men
central r "Per- -j "Teachers' iTrreachersTendency and and "Per- and
Variability "Teachers" formers" "Performers" "Teacher-s" formers" "Performers"
t:rumber 47 59 106 69 117 186
Eange 6-98 2-9~5 2-98 3-99 3-98 3-99
Hean 53.95 52.7 53.25 50.15 47.5 49.35
Median 54.25 52.15 52.5 55.5 48.55 50.25
H~de 30 30 30 70 50 50Q 32.75 30.7 31.6 25.80 27.45 26.9
Q3 71.1 76.1 74,85 72.6 67.4 69,35
Q 19.1f3 22.7 21.6~3 23.4 19.98 21.23
Standard
Deviation 31.4 25.40 26.19 27,41 24.55 25.75
Similarities of persuasive interests among "teachers"
and "performers," men and women, are illustrated in Figure 7.
Part "A" and part "B" exemplify unusually even distributions
of scores. Part "B" shows men students to be slightly lower
In persuasive interests than women students.
Norms1 changed into percentile units of persuasive
interests of music teachers and musicians are compared to in-
terests of Jordan students as shown in Table X. Jordan women
students desiring to be teachers average 5.25 percentile
points higher than professional music teachers and musicians.
Men "teacher" students average 2.35 points above men musicians
and music teachers. In comparison with norms of music teach-
ers alone, Jordan men "teacher" aspirants average only 1.15
IF'rederic Kuder, op. cit., pp , 10 and 12.
r-.-
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Figure 7. Comparison of quartiles of persuasive test
scores of "teachers" and "performers," women and men music
students of Jordan Conservatory.
percentile points higher.
TABLE X
COMPARISON OF ARITHMETIC MEANS OF STANDARD NORMS
WITH JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS' MEAN SCORES
IN PERSUASIVE iNTERESTS
Musicians
and No rms Jo rdan Students
Husic
Teachers Women Hen Women Hen
Mean 48 47 53.25 49.35
---Busic Teache rs
...._.._._.
Hean 49 53.95 50.1b
-r
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Extroversion-Introversion
Measures of central tendency and variability represent-
ing extroversion~introversion tendencies of Jordan Conservatory
students who desire to be music teachers are shown in Table XI.
Scores above the 80th percentile may be considered as repre-
senting extreme introverts, and scores below the 20th percen-
tile represent extroverts. Scores of either side of the 50th
percentile show tendencies toward extroversion or introver-
sion. Freshmen men students are seen to have the most narrow
range of scores. Based on the mean, the greatest distance be-
tween any two groups clagsified in the table is 18.7, with
upperclassmen women scoring 55.35 and upperclassmen men,
36.65. A greater interval is notable between these two clas-
sifications in comparison with median scores upperclassmen
women score 60.5 and upperclagsmen men, 32.5 a difference
of 28.0 percentile points. Although the scores in the first
quartile are similar (except that of upperclassmen men whose
score is 13.75 poin~s lower than the next highest -- upper-
classmen women), scores in the third quartile are separated
as much as 38.25 points. The widest spread of scores i~ with
upperclassmen women; the most narrow,Ylith freshmen men.
Comparisons of all music students desiring to be per-
formers, etc. are shown in Table XII. The greatest variance
of mean scores is 14.25 made between freshmen women and up-
perclassmen women. A difference of 19.25 points at the me-
dian may be calculated between low scorers, freshmen women,
and hi gh scorers, upperclassmen women. Both men's scores
29
TABLE XI
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
EXTROVERSION-INTROVERSION TENDENCIES OF JORDAN CON-
SERVATORY STUDENTS DESIRING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
~
Measures of
Central Fireshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
Variability Vlomen Hen \flomen Men
-
Number 15 15 28 46
Range 2-99 9-94 4-99 2-92
Mean 51 45.35 55.35 36.65
Median 46.75 40.5 60.5 32.5
~£de 85 35 30 3534.9 32.4 29.25 15.5Q3 83.4 54.25 92.5 55.5
Q 24.25 10.93 31. 63 20.0
Standa rd Dev.iation 2'7.21 22.18 31.54 25.69
,
come from tri-modal distributions with the modes falling between
the 60th and the 95th percentiles. Modes for the women's dis-
tribution are seen to be at the extreme top of the scale -- 95th
TABLE XII
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
EXTROVERSION-INTROVERSION TENDENCIES OF JORDAN CON-
SERVATORY STUDENTS DESIRING TO BE PERFORMERS, ETC.
Heasures of
Central I"reshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
Variability 'vIomen Men Women JvIen
Number 22 33 29 77
Range 0-100 4-94 3-99 3-99
Hean 52.75 59.7 67 57.85
lvledian 52.5 69.9 71.75 60.9
M~de 95 70,90,95 100 60,70,80Q 29.25 35.05 43.65 31.25Q3 81. 75 83.95 95.2 80.30
Q 26.25 24.45 25.78 24.53
Standard Deviatior 30.06 28.86 29.61 27.32
30
and 100th percentiles.
Graphic illustrations of extroversion-introversion
tendencies are shown in Figure 8. In part IlAIl,parallelism
among all freshmen scores below Ql 1S discernable. From
that point, however,scores of men "p e rf'or f o r-mers " and nre n
"teachers" are w i de Ly divergent. F' r 0 111 par t "B " it may be
perceived that upperclassmen women's scores are higher than
the men's, and that the women score above the 90th percentile
at Q3. Upperclassmen men "teachers" score much lower than
upperclassmen men "performers." Part "C" shows the quartile
distribution of all women -- freshmen and upperclassmen "teach-
ers'! and freshmen and upper classmen 71performers" -- in which
all but freshmen women desiring to be teachers show introver-
tive tendencies. Part IlD" plainly distinguishes the in t ro-:
vertive tendencies of men "performers" from the extrovertive
tendencies of men "teachers".
Comparisons of extroversion-introversion tendencies
between Ilteacher" and "performer" preferences may be made by
study of Ta~le XIII. The lowest mean score found in the
"teacherll groups is 13.05 points below the lowest mean score
in the performer groups. Median scores follow the same pat-
tern -- upperclassmen IIteachersll placing lowest and upper-
classmen "p e r-f'orme rs " ranging the highest. The scores are
w id e Ly distributed excepting in the case of freshmen "teach-
ers" where the scores tend to be grouped toward the center.
Quartile comparisons of "teachers" and "performers, 11
freshmen and upperclassmen students are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Comparison of quartiles of extroversion-
introversion test scores of freshmen and upperclassmen, women
and men music ·students of Jordan Conservatory.
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TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF EXTROVER-
SION-IN'I'HOVERSION BETWEEN !!TEACHER!! AND "PF;RFORHER" PRE-
FERENCES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS
.
Measures of
Central Teachers Performers, E;tc.
Tendency &: ,
Variability Freshmen Up.Cl. Total Freshmen Up.Cl. To tal
Number 30 74 104 55 106 161
Range 2-99 2-99 2-99 0-100 3-99 0-100
Hedian 48.15 43.7 45.0 56.75 59.45 .58.55
Median 44.25 37.5 40.5 61.5 62.45 62.1
:t/lode 35 30 30 95 60 95
Ql 33.5 19.25 24.7 32.4 32.65 32.6
Q3 65.5 69.5 69 83.3 85.05 84.35
Q 16 25.13 22.15 25.45 26.2 25.88
Standard
Deviation 25.00 29.47 29.12 29.56 28.42 28.81
Figure 9. Comparison of quartiles of extroversion-
introversion test scores of "teachers" and "performers,!!
freshmen and upperclassmen music students of Jordan Conservator~
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Part !lAII shows uniformity of scores to Ql of freshmen IIteach-
ers,l1 upperclassmen "performers," and upperclassmen IIteachers."
Part llA11also shows the parallelism of both 11performer11 group
scores. Part IlB" illustrates the extent of introversion of
the "performerll groups and the extroversion of the Ilteacher"
groups.
Comparisons of central tendency and variability in
extroversion-introversion tendencies between men and women
stUdents are shown in Table XIV. The greatest variance in
mean scores is between me n Ilteachers," wh o score 39.75, and
women Ilperformers,1l who score 60.9 -- a difference of 21.15
percentile points. Median scores of the same groups show a
difference of 25.4 percentile points. Scores of women stu-
dents indicate wide distributions in both groups.
TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF EXTRO-
VERSION-INTROVERSION TENDENCIES BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN
MUSIC STUDENTS OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY
Measures of
Cen t ral Women Men
Tendency &
Variability IITeachersll "Per fo rmer s" Total IlTeachersll 'Per-f'o rmer-e'' Total
,
Number 43 51 94 61 110 171
Range 2-99 0-100 10-100 2-94 3-99 2-99
Mean 53.75 60.9 57.25 39.75 57.5 50.8
Median 51.75 60.9 ~9.25 35.,5 63 52.7
~~de 30 95 90 35 70 7030.75 32.7 b1.6 20.1 32.5 26.75Q3 84.8 93.8 S9.25 ,54.85 81.6 75.9
Q 27.03 30.55 ~8.83 17.38 24.55 24.58
Standard
Deviation 30.17 30.62 130.78 20.14 27.98 28.4.
JORDAN COLLEGE OF lvlUSiC
Z 3062
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Comparisons of quartiles of extroversion-introversion
test scores of men and women students are shown in Figure 10.
Part IIAlIdepicts the distribution of scores of women lIteach-
ers" and women "p e r-f o r-me rs " and of men, both "teachers" and
"performers." Part "B" portrays the scores of all women stu-
dents as higher than those of all men students.
: F
I~
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Figure 10. Comparison of quartiles of extrover~ion-
introversion test scores of IIteachers" and "performers,
women and men music students of Jordan Conservatory.
~J 1 of' "olle~ t'udpntc 1')-) extroversion-introver-t' 0 rms '- ~e s .~ '-' ~ ~
sion were prepared by the Personality Inventory test construc-
to r. A comparison of these norms with Jordan Corrservatory
students is shown in Table xv. Jordan women students score
lRobert G. Bernreuter, "The Personality Inventory;
Tentative Percentile Norms," (Stanford, California: Stanford
University Press, 1938).
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF ARITHMETIC MEANS OF STANDARD NORMS WITH JORDAN
CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS' MEAN SCORES IN EXTROVER-
SION-INTROVERSION TENDENCIES.
Husic Teachers Norms of College Students Jordan Students
and
t/] us i c ian s Women Hen Women Men.
Mean 48 55 57.25 50.8
-
9.25 percentile points higher at the mean th~n women of other
colleges. And, according to the norms, Jordan men students
score 4.2 points lower at the mean than men of other colleges.
Scores1 of students majoring in music education in
1947-1948 are compared to scores of 1948-1949 students desiring
to be music teachers as shown in Figure 11. Similar contrast
is drawn between 1947-1948 non-music education majors and 1948-
1949 students desiring to be performers, etc. A marked tenden-
cy for the "teachers'! and music education majors to be extro-
verted and for the "performer" group and non-music education
majors to be introverted is apparent. The 1948-1949 division
of students according to their future occupational preferences
emphasizes the trend established in the previous study.
1nalph Thombs, Jr., "A Comparison of Introversion-Ex-
troversion and Social Service Preferencesof Husic Students, 11
(A dissertation on file iri the Arthur Jordan Conservatory of
Music library) 1947.
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Figure 11. Comparison of quartiles of extroversion-
introversion test scores of music education and non-music edu-
cation majors, 1947-1948 and "teacherI! and IIperformerI! group
preferences, 1948-1949.
Verbal Heaning
Data representing verbal meaning of students desiring
to be music teachers is shown in Table XVI. High scores rep-
resent wider ranges In vocabulary than low scores. In th i s
grouping, no freshmen men scored above the 71st percentile.
The mean score of freshmen men was lowest of the four classi-
fications listed; freshmen women made the highest mean score.
Median scores of freshmen women were 16.7 points higher than
freshmen menls scores. Both upperclassmen men and womenls
scores were below the .50th percentile at the median.
Data representing verbal meaning of students desiring
to be "p e r f o r-mers ,I! etc, IS shown in Table XVII. Although the
37
TABLE XVI
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
IIVERBAL HF~ANINGII OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS DE-
SIRING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
- -
Measures of
Central F'reshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency & •
Variability
I
Women Hen Women Hen
Number 16 15 31 57
Range 9-95 11-71 3-90 0-96
A.H. 55.5 39.5 45.8 43.55
Hedian 52.2 35.5 48.65 44.25
JvI~de 30&90 25 10,50,80 50
Q 35 25.80 24.25 26.25n
Q'_) 62.5 54.25 64.25 60.90
Q 13.75 14.23 20 17.33
Standard
Deviation 24.74 17.78 25.17 23.33
,
range of freshmen men "pe r-f o rme r-s " is the widest of all in the
group, their mean and median scores are the lowest and fall
below the 50th percentile. Upperclassmen women show the high-
est median score which is 21.65 points above the lowest score
of freshmen men.
Quartile rankings of vocabulaiy test scares of music
students are shown in Figure 12. Part IIAII illustrates the
inconsistency among the classifications of freshmen IIteachersli
and Ilperformers,1I men and women. Upperclassmen classifica-
tions represented by part "Bllshow more regularity of place-
ment along the quartiles with "teachersll lower than "per-f'orm-
e rs . II Part IICIIshows all women T s score rank ings and part
"D II , the quartile ran k in gs of all men.
As shown in Table XVIII, among the classifications of
38
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Figure 12: Comparison of quartiles of vocabulary test
scores of freshmen and upperclassmen, women and men music stu-
dents of Jordan Conserva~~ry.
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TABLE XVII
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
I1VERBAL MEANINC~"OF' JOt-WAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS DE-
SIRING TO BE PERFORMERS, ETC.
-
Heasures of
Central Pr-es h men Upperclassmen
Tendency & ---
Variability Women Hen ItTomen Hen
._--- 1---------------
Number 26 36 33 81
Flange 3-90 1-99 2-95 3-99
A.M. 50.4 44.45 59.1 52.95
Hed.ian 55 45.5 67.1:5 52'.25
Hade i 80 50 80 50
Ql .25 22.5 41.15 32.05
Q3 800.5 65.0 80.75 74.25
Q 28.13 21. 25 19.8 21.1
Standard Deviation 29.47 27. '75 27.17 26.38
~'--- --
Ilteachers,11 freshmen and upperclassmen and Ilperformers,"
freshmen and upperclassmen, the group of upperclassmen "per-
formers" is the only one to score above the 50th percentile
by either mean or median computations. In this grouping,
median scores of all "performers!! and all I1teachersl1 have a
d ir fer e nee 0 f 0 n 1y 3. 5 per c en t.i 1e poi n t s .
Comparisons of quartiles of vocabulary test scores of
IIteachersl1 and "p e r f o rme r a , II freshmen and upperclassmen stu-
dents are shown in Figure 13. Part !lAI1 shows the scores of
the I1teachers!! and the IIperformersll in their classifications.
Part IIBII shows the combined r a n k in g s of all !!teachers!! and
all "p e r f'o r me r-s c " Neither of the two groups score above the
50th percentile at the median.
Comparisons _in extent of vocabulary between men and
women students are shown in Table,XIX. Using the subdivi-
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TABLE XIX
COHPARISON OF' CEN'I'HAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN IIVERBSL
f:lEANINGII BETWEEN HEN AND VlOHF:N HUSIC S1'UDENTS OF'
JORDAN CONSERVATORY
...- --r-' -. - -
Heasures of
Central Women Hen
Tendency &
Variability 'I'e a c he r e PerLEtc. rrotal Teachers Perf.Etc. 'I'o t a l
~-
Number 47 59 106 72 117 189
Ran~e 3-95 2-95 2-95 0-96 1-99 0-99
Hean 49.6 55.25 52.5 42.65 50.35 47.45
l1edian 49.5 64.5 ~)4.65 42.15 50.5 48.'7
Hode 10,50,60 80 80 50 50 50Ql 29.25 34.25 3L15 26.15 2'7.6 26.9Q3 67.5 80.1 78.9 59.25 72.75 66.1
Q 19.13 22.93 23.88 16.55 22.58 19.6
Standard
Deviation 23.53 28.54 27.39 20.82 27.10 25.62
sions of IIteachersll and lI.performers,1I it is seen that women
IIperformersll made the highest average w i t h a mean score of
55.25. '.vith a median measure, women IIperformersll score 22.35
above men "teachers" who are the lowest scorers in the group.
All women rank only 5.95 percentile points above all men ~t the
median.
The extent of vocabulary transformed into percentile
rankin~s of men and women may ~e visualized in Figure 14.
Part lIA"shows the quartile scores subdivided into IIteacherll
and "p e r-f o r-mer" groups. The distribution in Part IIBIIshows
that the women as a group score higher than the men.
Word Fluency
Measures of central tendency and variability represent-
ing ability in wo rd fluency of the "teacher" group are shown in
.42
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Yigure 14. Comparison of quartiles of vocabulary
t est scor e s a f TT t eacher s II and TT per {0 rmer s., TT W0 men and !IIen
music students of Jordan Conservatory.
Table XX. High scores indicate more prolific word fluency than
Lo w scores. Freshmen men's scores do not range as high as
scores. of all other classifications. The average scores of up-
perclassmen women are 14.7 percentile points above t.hose of
freshmen men, who made the lowest. median score. Pr om the
same two classifications, and based on the median, a differ-
ence of 30 points may be computed.
Comparisons of central tendency and variability in
word f lu en c y of students desiring to be "p e r f o rme r's" are shown
in Table XXI. A notable difference (22.1 percentile points)
is discernable between median scores of upperclassmen men and
freshmen men, the highest and the lowest scorers, respectively
ly. All classifications excepting freshmen men fall above the
50th percentile in both mean and median measures.
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TABLE XX
~.
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
"VIaRD FLUENCY" OF' JORDAl\f CONSERVATORY STUDENTS DESIR-
ING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
-
Neasures of
Central F'reshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency & '--'--'_' - _.
Va ria b iLi ty \Nomen 1'/[en \Vomen Men
•.
Number 16 15 31 52
Range 3-98 7-87 2-99 0-98
He an 58.45 49.35 64.05 57.6
Hedian 55 42.15 72.15 52.2
Hode 70 40.85 75 50
Ql 35 21.75 49.9 37.5
Q3 82.5 76.1 83.6 84.5
Q 23.75 27.18 16.85 23.5
Standard
Deviation 27.25 28.74 26.16 29.08
-_,_- ~--_.~. ...__ ."_-
TABLE XXI
HEASU[-mS OF CENTRAL TJ1;NDli;NCY AND VARIABILITY IN wlIlORD FLU-
ENCYIl OF' JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS DESIRING TO BE
PERFORMERS, ETC.
Measures of
Central
Tendency &
Va ria b.i 1 i t y
Number
Hange
Hean
Nedian
Hode
Ql
Q3
Q
Standard
Deviation
Women
Upperclassmen
Men
Freshmen
Women [I·fen
26 ~33 '·~IC)°JU
3-98 6-98 5-98
54.4 49.7 60.75
55. 49.9 62.4
75,85 50,55 60,80
22.15 33.4 48.7
83.6 66.75 81.45
30.73 16.68 16.38
31.12 26.11 25.82
78
3-98
63.2
72.
75,85
44.5
84.6
20.05
26.47
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Quartile rankings .in word fluency scores of freshmen
and upperclassmen, men and women, are pictured in FiQure 15.
Part IIAII s h ow s scores of all freshmen under the various class-
ifications; part IIBII, the upperclassmen and their subdivi-
s.i o n s • Part IICII pictures the distributions of women ts scores
and their classifications, and part IID", t h e comparisons of
men l s scores. As s e e n i.in part "A", freshmen women ' s scores
are higher than freshmen men's scores at both the median and
~ ,o <:J • Par t IIBII Sh 0 ~vs no con s.i s ten c yin the dis t rib u t.i 0 n 0 f
scores above the median. In part IICII, the scores of "per-
formers, II freshmen women, extend from the Lowe s t of the four
classifications at 01 and 02 to the highest at 03. Part "D"
s ho w s IIteachersll and IIperformers, II men, upperclassmen, to be
above all upperclassmen women.
Comparisons of wc r d fluency between IIteachers, II fresh-
men and upperclassme~ and "performers,1I freshmen and upper-
classmen, are presented .in Table XXII. Average scores of all
~roups, excluding freshmen "p e r-f o r-mers , II fall above the 50th
percentile. The highest average score is with upperclassmen
IIperformers." Upperclassmen "p e r-f'o r mer-a " made the highest
median score -- 18.75 percentile points above the lowest score
made by freshmen IIperformers." The scores of freshmen men are
lO1;ver than all other classifications at the mean, median, Ql
and 03• Comparison of the combined scores of the groups re-
veals little difference in word fluency between "teachers" and
"performers."
As shown by part "A", F'igure 16, both "t e ac h e r s " and
"p f .. ". er ormers, upperclassmen, rank decidedly higher in word
45
"R" "13 ,.
"C -, " 0"
Figure
test scores of
music students
15. Comparison of quar~iles of word fluency
freshmen and upperclassm~n, women and men
of Jordan Conservatory.
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TABLE :;:XII
COHPARISON OF' CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN 11\/lORD
F'LUE;NCY 11 BE TWEEN 11TEACHER II AND 11PERFORHER II PHE FER-
ENCES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS
Measures of
Central Teachers Performers, Etc.
Tendency &
Variability Freshmen Up.Ci. Total F'reshmen Up.Cl. Total
Number 31 8~3 114 59 111 170
Hange 3-99 I 0-99
0-99 3-98 3-98 3-98
Hean 54.05 60.0 58.45 46.85 62.45 58.9
Median 51.75 65.5 62.5 50.5 69.25 61.35
Hode 70 75 75 75.85 85 85Ql 28.65 40.75 38.85 27.6 44.75 37 ..8
Q3 82.75 84.85 83.75 77.35 83.85 83.1
Q 27.05 22.5 22045 24.88 19.55 22.68
Standard
Deviation 28.35 28.15 28.28 29.25 25.47 26.20
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Figure 16. Comparison of quartiles of word fluency
test scores of "teachers'l and "performers, II freshmen and upper-
classmen music students of Jordan Conservatory.
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fluency than freshmen "teachers!l and "performers. II Part !lBII,
however, portrays little difference between scores of all
!lteachersll combined and all !lperformers. II
Comparisons of central tendency and variability rep-
resenting word fluency abilities between men and women stu-
dents are presented in Table XXIII. Average scores of women
"teachers" and Ilperformers!l and men IlteachersTi and Ilperform-
e r s " do not vary more than 6.35 percentile points. Ero m the
mediarrs, a difference of 18.35 percentile points may be com-
puted between women IIteacherslT and me n Tlteachers. II Women,
as a group, rank 8.0 points higher than men.
TABLE XXIII
COHPARISON OB' CENTRAL T1WDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN IJ~VOHD
FLU ENCy!I BE TWEEN HEN AND WOHEN HUSI C STUDEN TS 0 F'
JORDAN CONSERVATORY
,
l'1easures of
Central Women Hen
Tendency &
Variability Teachers Perf.Etc. To t a 1 'I'eache r-s Perf-Etc. To tal
Number 47 59 106 67 111 178
Range 2-99 3-98 2-99 0-98 3-98 0-98
Mean 62.1 57.95 59.30 55.75 59.2 58.25
Hedian 70.1 62.4 67.5 51.75 60.8 59.5
~~de '70,75 85 '75 40,85 75,85
85
44.9 35.9 39.5 34.9 38.'75 3'7.75
Q3 83.4 82.25 82.65 83.9 83.45 83.6
Q 19.25 23.18 21. 58 24.5 22.35 22.98
Standard
Deviation 26.6'7 28.45 27.58 29.15 26.26 27.34
As illustrated in F'igure 1'7, part TlATI, word fluency
ability ranks about the same in both men and women IIperform-
e r s 11 but .i s wid ely d i ve r g en t bet wee n men and ,yO Ine n 11 t e a',Oher s • 11
Undivided, scores of men and women show women to be higher
48
R"
Figure 17. Comparison of quartiles of word fluency
test scores of llteachers" and performers, II women and men music
students of Jordan Conservatory.
than men in ability of word fluency. This may be seen by the
ill us trat ion, par t IIB . II
Reasoning
Measures of central tendency and variability repre-
senting reasoning abilities of Jordan students desiring to be
music teachers are shown in Table XXIV. High scores indicate
greater reasoning ability than low scores. Of the classifica-
tions given, freshmen women do not score below the 23rd per-
centile. Freshmen women also have the highest median score,
80, whi ch is 8.55 percen tile poin ts above the lowes t scorers,
upperclassmen men.
Reasoning ab.ilities of students desirous of becoming
49
TABLE XXIV
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
REASONING ABILITIES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTS
DESIRING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
,-
Heasures of
Central Freshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
IVar-iability
Women Hen 1i!omen Men
Number 16 15 31 55
Range 23-97 2-9Ll 10-99 2-99
A.M. 66.55 66. 67.65 62.65
Median 80.0 7·1.25 74.25 71.45
Node 95 85 85,9,5 70Ql 42.5 49.9 50.25 42.6
C) 79.4Q') 92.5 86.75 86.1
Q 25.0 18.43 17.93 18.4
Standard
Deviation 26.62 26.22 24.46 26.10
TABLE XXV
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
REASONING ABILITIES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY STUDENTSDESIRING TO BE PERFORMERS E~C.. - ._ - ~.- . ,
Heasures of
Central F'res hmen Upperclassmen
1'endency {( HenVariability Women Hen Women.
Number 26 34 33 79
Range 2-99 2-99 3-99 5-99
A .x. 63.5 59.55 66.05 64.8
Hedian 71.30 66.75 85.5 69.65
};J£ de 95 65 85 95
Q3 49.25 35.5 41.15
45.75
Q 92.15 86.75 91.75 87.55
Q 21.45 25.63 25.3 20.9
Standard
Deviation 31.90 30.49 29.35 26.20
I
performers, etc. are represented in Table XXV. Freshmen men
have the lowest average score; upperclassmen women, the high-
est. At the median, upperclassmen women score 18.75 percent-
ile points higher than freshmen men ..
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A comparison of quartiles of reasoning test scores of
"teachers, I' "performers," freshmen and up p e rcLa ssmen., men and
women is made in Figure 18. Part flA" illustrates quartile
rankings of each classification in the freshmen group; part
"B", the upperclassmen group. Part "C" shows all women's
profiles and part "D", that of all men. None of the profiles
show parallelisms of scores throughout the distribution.
Comparisons between "teachers" and "performers" are
shown in Table XXVI. Between any two subdivisions of fresh-
men and upperclassmen, no more than 5.05 percentile points
are calculable in average scores. Eased on the median, the
scores are not more than 7.1 percentile points apart. All
"teachers!' and all "performers" do not rank more than 1.6
points apart at the median.
f "The similarities between the "teacher" and "per ormer
groups in reasoning ahilities may be visualized in Figure 19.
Part "A"sho'ivS the slight differences when separated into
resentationsof the groups in their entirety.
units of freshmen and upperclassmen; part "B," the curve rep-
II
stUdents ar€ revealed in Table XXVII. The range of women
Reasoning abilities as compared between men and women
"teachers" does not descend below the 10th percentile. The
distance between any two of the groups, based on either the
mean or the median, does not exceed 7.7 percentile points.
Measured by use of the median, all the women excel the men by
only 5 .8 p o.i n ts . The quartiles compare similarily among the
various classifications. Three of the modes are in the 95th
percent.ile.
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F'igure 18.
scores of freshmen
students of Jordan
Comparison of quartiles
and upperclassmen, women
Conservatory.
of reasoning test
and men music
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TABLE XXVI
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN REASONING
ABILITIES BETWEEN IIrrEACHER" AND IIPERFORHEHII PHEFER-
ENCES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS
Heasures of
Central Teachers Performers
'Tendency &
Variability FI reshmen Up. Cl. Total Freshmen Up.CI. T,) tal
Numbe r 31 86 117 60 112 172
Bange 2-97 2-99 2-99 2-99 3-99 2-99
Hean 66.3 64.4 64.9 61.25 65.0 63.7
Nedian 76.75 72.1 72.8 69.65 71.75 71.2
~£de 85,9:5 70 70,85 95 85,95 9547.4 46.75 47.05 37.5 45.0 42.5Q3 88.4 83.3 85.2 89.65 87.5 88.9
Q 20.5 18.28 19.08 26.08 21.3 23.2
Standard
Deviation 26.39 25.65 25.86 31.18 27.26 28.74
"Ft" "G "
Figure 19. Comparison of quartiles of reasoning test
scores of IIteachers" and "performers," freshmen and upperclass-
men music students of Jordan Conservatory.
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TABLE XXVII
COMPARISON OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN REASONING
A8ILITIES BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN MUSIC STUDENTS OF
JORDAN CONSERVATORY
Heasures of
Central 1i!omen Hen
'I'e n d e n c y & !TotalVariability Teachers Perf-Etc. __'eachers Perf.Etc. 'l'o t a l
Number 47 59 106 70 113 183
Flange 10-99 2-99 2-99 2-99 2-99 2-99
Hean 67.25 64.95 66.35 63.35 63.05 63.1
Median 76.75 75.5 76.0 72.0 69.05 70.2
H~de 95 95 95 70 95 75Q 47.4 42.4 43.75 46.75 43.25 44.25
Q3 '88.6 92.05 90.9 82.65 87.35 85.45
Q 20.6 24.83 23.58 17.95 22.05 20.6
Standard
Deviation 24.96 30.53 28.11 26.15 27.73 26.48
Illustrations of the similarities between scores of men
and women in reasoning ability may be seen In Figure 20.
"R" "13"
Figure 20. Comparison of quartiles of reasoning test
scores of I1teachersl1 and lIperformers, II women and men music
stUdents of Jordan Conservatory.
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Structural Visualization
Measures of central tendency and variability represent-
ing abilities to recognize objects In space of students desir-
ing to be music teachers are shown In Table XXVIII. High
scores indicate greater abilities than low scores. The range
of freshmen men begins at the 15th percentile; the range of
upperclassmen women does not exceed the 80th percentile. Only
men's scores ranges above the 90th percentile. Mean scores
ranged from those of upperclassmen women -- 26.8 -- to 51.65
freshmen men -- a difference of 24.85 percentile points. Me-
dian Scores of the same classifications are 24.25 and 44.25 re-
spectively. The modes of three groups fell at zero.
TABLE XXVIII
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
"STHUCTURAL VISUALIZATION" OF JORDA:J CONSERVATORY
STUDENTS DESIRING TO BE MUSIC TEACHERS
Measures of
Central Freshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
Variability \!lomen Hen Women Nen
Numbe r 16 15 31 52
Range 0-88 15-99 0-80 0-92
A.H. 34.7 51.65 26.8 39.35
Median 25 44.25 24.25 42.5
Mode 0 35 0 0
Ql 5 34.25 5.9 14.65
Q3 60.5 78.6 43.6 59.25
Q 27.'75 22.18 18.85 22.3
Standard Deviation 31 25.73 23.61 26.97
I
Comparison of the "pe r-f orme r" preference group is
shown in Table XXIX. The range of freshmen women only, fell
below the 90th percentile. A difference of 17.4 percentile
points is calculable between mean scores of upperclassmenl>romen,
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TABLE XXIX
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY REPRESENTING
11 STFW CTURAL VI SHALl ZATI ON" 0 F JO RDAN CON SEHVA TORY
STUDENTS DESIRING TO BE PERFORMERS, ETC.
i'1easures of
Central Freshmen Upperclassmen
Tendency &
Variability Women Men Women Men
Number 26 34 ~~3 78
f\ an ge 0-89 0-99 0-91 0-97
Hean 36.35 49.7 33.2 50.6
lJedian 32.5 47.5 30.5 51.35
Mode 15 40 5 50
01 14.25 26.75 14.25 27.1.5
03 60.5 79.25 54.25 76.1
Q 23.13 26.25 20.0 24.48
Standard Deviation 27.19 30.02 23.25 27.55
the low scorers, and upperclassmen men, the high scorers.
Based on the median, the difference between the two groups .is
20.85.
Graphic illustrations of the curves representing spa-
cial relatiorrship abilities of students is made in Figure 21.
Par t "A " show s the reIa t.i 0 n ship am 0 n gall cl ass if ic a t.i 0 n s 0 f
freshmen students; part IIBII,among all upperclassmen. Part
IIC" shows the low curves representing abilities of women stu-
dents. Part "Dil shows t.he profiles of men students.
Abilities in IIstructural visualization" b et.weeri
I1teachers" and "performers" are represented in Table XXX. Us-
ing the classifications of freshmen and upperclassmen, upper-
classmen IIteachersll made the lowest mean score and upperclass-
men "performers, II the highest. Combined median scores of
"teachers" are 11.2 percentile points be low the combined scores
of the "performers. II None of the scores exceed the 50th per-
"R" "'8"
Figure 21. Comparison of quartiles of structural
visualization test scores of freshmen and upperclassmen, women
and men music students of Jordan Conservatory.
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TABLE XXX
CONPARI SON 0 F'CEN TRAL TENDEN CY AND VAR IAB ILI TY IN II STRU CTURAL
VI SUALI ZAT ION II BE TWE EN II TEACHER II AND II PE:HF'OHHER11 PHEFER-
ENCES OF JORDAN CONSERVATORY MUSIC STUDENTS
Heasures of
Central Teachers Pe rfo rmers Etc.,
Tendency &
Variahility Freshmen Up.Cl. Total Freshmen Up.Cl. Total
Number 31 83 114 60 111 171
Ran ge 0-99 0-92 0-99 0-99 0-97 0-99
Hean 42.9 34.65 36.7 44 46.3 45.45
Nedian 39.25 34.55 35.7< 42.5 48.25 46.95
H£de 0 0 0 15 50 .50
Q 17.6 10.65 12.2<1 15.15 21.60 19.55Q3 61.75 54.55 57.5 67.5 72.25 71. 05
Q 22.08 21.95 22.6 26.18 25.33 25.75
Standard
Devi at i on 29.8 26.35 27.3E 29.58 28.10 28.65
centile at Q2. The mode for both "teacher" groups is zero.
Quartile comparisons of "teachers" and "performers, II
freshmen and upperclassmen students are shown in Figure 22.
In part "A" it is notable that the curves do not cross except
above Q3. Part "1311 illustrates the divergence of the "t eache r"
and the Ilperformerll scores.
Data concerning measures of central tendency and va.ri>-
abil.ity in abilities of recognition of spacial relationships
of men and women students appears in Table XXXI. Combined
mean scores of the women are 14.0 percentile points below the
combined scores of the men. The lowest median score -- women
Ilteachersl1 -- is 26.55 points below the highest score made by
men "performers.1I
Pictorial presentation of comparisons of structural
visualization abil.ities between men and women students is shown
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in Figure 23. Part IlA" shows curves rep re sen ti ng subdivisions
of IIteacherll and "p e r-f'orme r" preferences. Part IlB" shows com-
parison of ability of all men and all women.
"R" v , 13
Figure 23. Comparison of quartiles of structural
visualization test scores of "teachers" and "performers, II
women and men music students of Jordan Conser~atory.
Inter-comparisons of the test scores relating to non-
musical interests and abil.ities of students desiring to be
music teachers are presented in Figure 24. Median scores in
social service and reasoning rank above the 70th percentile,
word fluency above the 60th percentile and persuasive between
the 50th and 60th percentile. Vocabulary ranks between the
40th and 50th percentile; extroversion-intr9version between
the 25th and 30th percentile, and structural visualization be-
,
low the 25th percentile.
Inter-comparison of the "p e r f o rme r" scores, Figure 25,
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Figure 24. Inter-comparison of test scores of all
music students desiring to be teachers.
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Figure 25. Inter-comparison of test scores of all
music students desiring to be performers, etc.
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shows reasoning to be above the 70th percentile, word fluency
and extroversion-introversion between the 60th and 70th per-
centile; vocabulary, persuasive, and structural visualization
between the 40th and 50th percentiles; and s oci a I service in-
terests between the 30th and 35th percentiles.
At this point it is interesting to note that three of
the four abilities considered in the present research which
were also reported by the "Human E:ngineering Laboratory" (see
p , 8) as being n e c e s s ar y for "goodl1 teaching, are present in
Jordan Conservatory students desiring to be teachers. The
three include high reasoning ability, low structural visual-
ization, and extrovertive personalities. The fourth, I1VO-
c a bu La r-y " does not measure above the 50th percentile. Because
of the group combinations used, Jordan Conservatory students
who desi re to be p e r-f o rme r s , e t c . , cannot be compared vii t h
the "Human Engineering La.bor at.o r i e s " descriptions of compos-
ers, or performers.
CHAPTER. III
CONCLUSIONS AND R.ECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings in Chapter II, the fo Ll ow in g
conclusions may be drawn (except where it is otherwise indi-
cated, all figures In the conclusions represent comparisons
of test scores at the median measure of central tendency):
1. (a) As determined by the Kuder Preference Record,
the interest in social service of Jordan Conservatory stu-
dents is 39.1 percentile points greater in students desiring
to be mQsic teachers than in those choosing other music oc~
cupations. (b) F'reshmen desiring to be teachers have 4.25
percentile points less social service interest than upper-
classmen. Freshmen desiring to be performers, etc., have
6.75 percentile points more interest than upperclassmen "per-
former p re f e r-en ces s " (c) Women students have slightly -- 1.6
percentile points -- more interest in social service than do
men students. (d) Based on the mean the average interest of
Jordan women students is greater than the interest presented
in norms of professional musicians and music teachers; the
average interest of Jordan men students is 14.5 percentile
points less than that shown in the norms when compared to
both music teachers and professional musicians but 3.75 per-
centile points more when Jordan IIteacher preferencesIT are com-
pared to music teachers alone. (e) Students of 1948-49 who
G3
desire to be teachers have approximately 20.0 percentile points
greater social service interests than 1947-48 students enrolled
as music education majors. (f) Students of 1948-49 who chose
to be performers, e t.c., have approximately 5.0 percentile
points greater interest than non-music education majors of
1947-48.
2. (a) As determined by the Kuder Preference Record.
the teacher group has 6.0 percentile points greater persuasive
interests than the performer group. (b) Freshmen of the teach-
er group have 13.0 percentile points greater interest than up-
perclassmen in the group; freshmen in the performer group have
6.5 percentile points greater persuasive interests than upper-
classmen in the group. (c) Women have 2.25 percentile points
more interest in persuasion than do men students. (d) Jordan
men and women students desiring to be teachers have more per-
suasive interests than those found in norms for professional
musicians and music teachers -- 5.25 percentile points for
woraen , 2.35 percentile points for men, and 1.15 percentile
points for men as compared to the norms of music teachers ex-
elusively.
3. (a) In extroversion-introversion comparisons from
the ~_nreuter Personality Inventor,J, the teacher group tends
to be extroverted, the performer group introverted (differ-
ences in percentile points -- 2.6). (b) F'reshmen in the teach-
e r group are less extroverted (6.75 percentile points) than
the upperclassmen. Freshmen in the performer group are slight-
ly less introverted (.95 p~rcentile points) than upperclassmen
in the group.
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(c) All women tend to be more introverted
(6.55) than men. (d) Ao co r dl n g to Ilmeanll measures of central
tendency, Jordan women students are 9.25 percentile points
more introverted than other college women as shown by the norms;
in comparison with the norms given, Jordan men students are 4.2
percentile points less introverted than other colle~e men. (e)
Students desiring to be teachers, 1948-49, are approximately
10.0 percentile points more extroverted than music education
majors of 1947-48. (f) The present performer group is approx-
imately 7.0 percentile points more introverted than the non-
music education majors of 1947-48.
4. (a) Based on the SRA Primary Mental Ahilitles.
students desiring to be teachers show slightly (3.5 percentile
points) less ability in verbal meaning than those desiring to
be per for m e 1'8, etc. (b) Freshmen in the teacher group have
only slightly (1.25 percentile points) less ability than up-
perclasSmen; upperclassmen in the performer group have 6.75
percentile points more ability than freshmen in the group. (c)
Women students show 6.95 percentile points more ability in ver-
bal meaning than do men students.
5. (a) In word fluency as determined by the SRA Prim-
ary Mental Ahilities, the teacher group shows slightly more
ability than the performer group (1.15 percentile points).
(b) In the teacher group and the performer group, freshmen have
less ability than upperclassmen -- 13.75 and 19.25 percentile
points respectively. (c) Women students have 8.0 percentile
points more ability in word fluency than do men students.
6. (a) Reasoning abilities as determined by the .9.B.A.
Primary Mental Abilities are only 1.68 percentile points great-
er i~ the teacher group than in the performer group. (b) F'resh-
men of the teacher group have 4.65 percentile points greater
ability than upperclassmen; freshmen of the performer group
show 2.1 percentile points less reasoning, ahility than upper-
classmen. (c) Women students show 5.8 percentile points more
reasoning ability than men students.
7. (a) In structural visualization as determined by
the SRA Primary Mental Abilities, the teacher group has 11.2
percentile points less ability than the performer group. (bl
In the teacher group, freshmen show 4.7 percentile points more
ability than upperclassmen; i n the performer group, freshmen
show 5.75 percentile points less ability than upperclassmen.
(c) Women students show 20.3 percentile points less ahility
1n structural visualization than men students.
8. (a) Interrelationship among the tests based on
Scores from students in the teacher group, from highest inter-
est or ability to lowest, are: social service, reasoning, word
fluency, persuasive, verbal meaning, extroversion, and struc-
tural visualization. (b) Interrelationship among the tests
in the performer group from highest to lowest are: reasoning
word fluency, introversion, vocabulary, persuasive, structural
visualization, and social service interests.
The following recommendations are presented for fur-
ther research pertaining to the work reported:
1. Follow a similar procedure as in this report but
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subdivide the "teacherll preferences into those wishing to
teach in the elementary, secondary, and college level; sub-
divide other music occupation preferences into their respec-
tive fields.
2. Make a similar study using only those students who
are scholastically and musically in the upper half of their
classes.
3. Correlate the test scores of "teacherll preferences
with practice teaching grades.
4. In another report include tests of accounting ap-
titude, creative imagination, finger dexterity, muscular
speed, me mo ry for design, and others related to occupations
which require lTJusical abilities.
5. For more accuracy in evaluating these and other
abilities of students it is recommended that retests or that
tests parallel in subject matter be considered. (Additional
tests scores for many of the students are on file in the
Guidance Office of Arthur Jordan Conservatory of l1usicl.
6. It should be remembered that generalizations of
lIgroup" abilities as reported in this thesis should be used
with discretion in guiding individual students. Since the
individual is unique in his abilities, goals, personality,
e t c ., his unique "differences" must be considered as well as
the "s i mil ari t.i e s" too the r 's ab i Li tie s , ga a1S , per son ali tie s ,
etc.
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